Materials in Package

USER MANUAL
01 : Solar flood light ( 1pc )

02 : Solar Panel ( 1pc )

03 : Remote control ( 1pc )

05 : 4.5m Adaptor cable (1pc)

06 : 2 Brackets + 4 M4*10 screws07 : AAA Battery ( 2pcs )

04 : Expansion screw ( 4pcs )

08 : User manual ( 1pc )

BEFORE USE
What is “match”?
Match operation is to link the light and
remote into one same group, this
allows you to use one remote to control
multi solar lights without interfering
same floodlights within a short
distance.

1

Press and hold the button
MATCH , be ready to pair
the light and remote

2

The remote will control the solar flood

Press the light button ON.

light if you do not do match operation.

and then the light will
blink once. then matching

COMMON TROUBLESHOOT
PROBLEM

Light is off

Short working time

POSITION

HOW TO SOLVE

Switch is off

Push on the switch

No direct sun

Move light to sunshine place

Much cloudy or rainy days

Work again when sun comes

Debris on solar panel

Clean solar panel

Installation location

Adjust location

Cloudy or very rainy

Work again when sun comes

Battery life is expried

Replace the battery in remote

Remote setting is wrong

Press the longer time button.

2-PRO

4-PRO

6-PRO/8-PRO

REMARK
1. Set lighting mode FIRST, THEN set lighting times as (4h, 6h or 12 hours), otherwise, time will not be activated.
2. Motion sensor will be not functional when you set the different brightness level (25%, 50%, 75% or 100%) .
3. The two motion sensor programs are default set and cannot be changed. but the lighting time can be changed as 4H 6H and 12H
4. The light will blink twice when it receives the signal successfully from the remote.

******The led light source is non-user replaceable******
MADE IN CHINA

BEFORE INSTALLATION
We recommend you always try to install this solar floodlight a place where the solar panel is exposed to direct sunlight in order to
achieve maximum performance. The working time of the solar flood light is directly related to the solar panel's exposure to sunlight.
The performance will be affected by weather and season.

Under manual mode, this light can also work in the day time when the

solar panel is charging the light. This function is designed to provide lighting to the places where there is never daylight, like
warehouses, wine caves etc. Please do not forget to clear the solar panel after a while when it gets dirty.

MAIN SPECIFICATION
Model

2-Pro

4-Pro

6-Pro

8-Pro

Luminous flux

>880lm

>1,680lm

>2,480lm

>3,280lm

Battery capacity

6.4V 38.4WH

6.4V 76.8WH

6.4V 115WH

6.4V 154WH

MONO solar panel

10V 12W

10V 25W

10V 35W

10V 50W

Remote control

2.4G

Motion sensor

Microwave

Connection cable

5 meters totally from luminaire to solar panel

REMOTE CONTROL

1. Measure the holes from the
light bracket and make two marks
to drill.

2. Drill 2 holes with an M10 drill
bit on the surface according to the
two marks.

3. Place the expansion screw into
the hole.

6. Place the light bracket over the
fixings, replace washers.

5. Place the light bracket over the
fixings.

4. Remove the shrapnel, washer,
and the nut from screws.

7. Tighten the two nuts with
wrench.

8. Install the flood light and adjust
the light direction as needed.
Tighten the fixings.

9. Fix the L shape bracket to solar
panel by M4 screws ( 4 screws
totally)

12. Match the light and remote
and use remote to set the lighting
performance as you require.

11. Connect the adapter cable
between the solar floodlight and
the solar panel. Insure that this
waterproof connection is secured

10. Install the solar panels in the
location, and make sure solar
panel is exposed to full sunlight.

BATTERY INDICATOR

The remote control is used to adjust the lighting power and time as you require, in
the summertime or your local sunshine is great all the year-round, then you can
use with 75% or 100% power, otherwise, you can use 50% even 25% power to
save energy of the battery, Also you can set the working time which can be last 4

Red : 0% ~ 30%

hours, 6 hours 12 hours, etc. Meanwhile, the motion detection functions are

Yellow : 31% ~ 70%

available which you can use it as a security light. Function 1 is light will be off and

Green : 71% ~ 100%

only turn on with 100% power and last 1min when it detects movement, function 2
is light work with 100% power when there is detection from working with 30%
power when no detection.
Different from PIR remote, this is a 2.4G remote that is more sensitive and has no
need to point at the light when you use it, the distance from the remote to the light
can be up to 10 meters in an open-air area.

Turn ON/OFF manually, functional both for day and night.
Set to turn ON at dusk , Turn off at dawn automatically.
Set 4 different levels of brightness
Test mode. Light will turn ON and operate for 1min and turn OFF
Set light to operate at 100% power when microwave sensor is triggered.
Set light to operate at 100% from 30% output when microwave sensor is triggered.
Set the light to operate lighting time.

Default Lighting Program : 3 hours 100% + 4 hours 50% + 5 hours 30% for 12 hours operation without motion sensor.

4 meters adapter cable

